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We test the predictions of the rational addiction model, reconceptualized as rational habit formation, in the context of handwashing
in rural India. To track handwashing, we design soap dispensers
with timed sensors. We test for rational habit formation by informing some households about a future change in the returns to
daily handwashing. Monitoring and incentives raise handwashing
contemporaneously, and effects persist well after they end. In addition, people are rational about this habit formation: when they anticipate future monitoring, they increase their current handwashing. Average child weight and height increase for all study arms
given soap dispensers.
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Habits shape much of how we move in the world. Despite their consideration in economic theory and cognitive psychology (Marshall, 1890; Andrews, 1903; James, 1914; Pollak, 1970; Stigler
and Becker, 1977; O’Donoghue, 2001), however, rarely do economists frame behavior change or
technology adoption interventions around the development of routine, or habit. We focus on a
highly consequential real world setting to test the prevailing economic theory around habit formation. Our study utilizes high frequency time-series data to examine the temporal dynamics of the
habit-formation process. It then uses the results to inform policy design for the cultivation of good
habits.
Bacterial and viral contamination, resulting in diarrheal disease and acute respiratory infection,
kill over two million children per year and stunt the growth of millions more. Handwashing with
soap is “the most effective vaccine against childhood infections” (Iyer and Sara, 2005), reducing person-to-person transmission and sanitizing the last point of contact between germs and the
mouth (Barker, Vipond and Bloomfield, 2004; Sanderson and Weissler, 1992; WHO, 2009). Despite enormous funding for hand-hygiene campaigns over the last thirty years, however, we know
little about how to improve hygiene behavior sustainably. Most interventions find no impact on
behavior and/or health (Chase and Do, 2012; Cameron, Shah and Olivia, 2013; Galiani et al.,
2016; Null et al., 2018; Luby et al., 2018). The few that do are intensive omnibus interventions
(including information, resources, monitoring, and other hygiene and sanitation recommendations)
in which multiple mechanisms may be at work (Luby et al., 2005; Bennett, Naqvi and Schmidt,
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2018; Haggerty et al., 1994; Han and Hlaing, 1989).
One feature of handwashing that may explain the difficulty of sustained change is that the
behavior must be repeated, and this repetition becomes costly unless routinized. For example,
57% of households in our sample in rural West Bengal, India articulate, unprompted, that they do
not wash their hands with soap because “obhyash nai,” or “I do not have the habit.” The need
for repetition is not unique to handwashing. Preventive health behaviors often require routines:
water should be treated daily, clean cookstoves used for each meal, medicine consumed at regular
intervals, and handwashing engaged in during the same critical moments each day. Most of these
behaviors suffer low rates of takeup in the developing world despite their affordability, and neither
information provision nor resources appear to generate sustained improvements in such practices
(Dupas and Miguel, 2016; Clasen et al., 2014; Kremer and Peterson Zwane, 2007; Banerjee et al.,
2010; Chase and Do, 2012; Cameron, Shah and Olivia, 2013). Given their repetitive nature and
ties to contextual cues, the psychology literature suggests that such behaviors are ideal candidates
for habit formation (Wood and Neal, 2007).
In this study, we examine whether handwashing is indeed a habit-forming activity and whether
individuals internalize and respond to its habitual nature. Motivated by the economic theory of
rational addiction (Becker and Murphy, 1988), we set up and design an experiment that tests the
main implications of this model, overcoming the identification concerns typical to the literature on
rational addiction. Our interventions raise handwashing rates by a substantial margin, within eight
months translating to improvements in child height-for-age and weight-for-age z-scores of 0.21 and
0.13, respectively.
In order to track the dynamics of habit formation in handwashing, we first develop a novel
technology. In partnership with the MIT Media Lab, we designed a time-stamped sensor technology
embedded in a liquid soap dispenser, which we then manufactured at scale in China at the cost of
approximately $25 USD per dispenser. This technology addresses the challenges faced by all existing
handwashing measures: desirability bias (behavior is self-reported or observed by enumerators),
subjectivity (cleanliness is subjectively graded by enumerators), noise (metrics are broad and data
infrequent), and nonspecificity (presence of barsoap, a common measure, is often due to bathing
and laundry rather than handwashing). Our sensor is neither visible nor accessible to households,
yielding objective data; it is precise, measuring use at the second level and allowing us to connect
observed use with critical times of use; and it tracks the use of liquid soap, which is uniquely
associated in our context with handwashing.
In our conceptual framework, habit formation is generated by intertemporally linked preferences
in consumption: the more one consumes in the past, the easier consumption is in the present.
Intertemporal complementarities imply that front-loaded (i.e. temporary) interventions, which
maximize initial takeup, can generate a larger stock of consumption - and thereby greater persistence
in behavior - than interventions that are spread over time. This mechanism in turn yields additional
predictions given by theory.
In particular, Becker and Murphy (1988), who popularized the theoretical framing of habits
(or equivalently, addictive behaviors), posit the theory of “rational addiction.” Rationality implies
that agents are aware of the intertemporal complementarities of a behavior and foresee their future
consumption path accordingly. If a behavior is indeed habit-forming but agents fail to internalize
this feature in their consumption decisions, they will underinvest, justifying short-term subsidies
to boost usage. Alternatively, if agents are rational habit formers, an intervention that increases
the future value of an activity will generate a larger habit stock - and thereby more persistence than one that raises only the present value of the activity. In its starkest form, if an individual is a
rational habit-former, a large, one-time incentive to engage in the future will motivate him or her to
engage today (and increasingly so as the future nears) despite the absence of any contemporaneous
incentives. Equivalently, front-loaded incentives will generate greater behavioral change by simply
being pre-announced. Understanding the nature of the behavior (habitual or not) and how an agent
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conceptualizes the behavior (rationally or otherwise) is thus important for the optimal design of
interventions.
In order to generate habit formation, our experimental design must first increase handwashing
rates contemporaneously - a challenge in and of itself as evidenced by existing literature. To do
so, we address two critical features of preventive health behaviors. First, the returns to preventive
health behaviors, by virtue of being preventive, are not salient. Agents’ perceived returns may
therefore be lower than the true returns to the activity. In this setting, incentives that present agents
with measurable and immediate returns to good behavior may be an effective way to increase initial
takeup. Second, preventive health behaviors often exist outside of social norms: given ubiquitously
low takeup, individuals face minimal social costs to shirking. In this setting, an intervention that
monitors activity and thereby invokes social pressure to engage may activate behavior change.
Our experiment is therefore designed to raise contemporaneous preventive health activity and
then test for the presence of habit formation and rational habit formation. We draw from the psychology literature and capitalize on our technology to make handwashing amenable to habituation,
using the classic habit loop: a trigger (the evening meal), a routine (handwashing) and a reward
(monetary or social incentives) (Duhigg, 2012; Aunger et al., 2010; Neal et al., 2015).
Specifically, we distribute handsoap dispensers with liquid soap and sensor technology to a random
subset of households in our sample. Within this group, the experiment has two arms. In the first, we
inform households that we are monitoring their activity with the sensor and provide reports on daily
handwashing performance (a form of social incentives). In the second, we additionally offer daily
financial incentives for handwashing in the form of tickets that are redeemable for household goods.
Social and financial incentives are removed after four months, and we continue to track behavior.
Persistence in handwashing after the withdrawal of incentives is consistent with handwashing being
a habit-forming activity. To test for rational habit formation, we experimentally vary whether
agents anticipate these interventions: to a subset of households, we announce two months in advance
that they should look forward to receiving a monitoring service or extra daily incentives at a
future specified date.1 A present reaction to anticipated changes in future handwashing confirms
that individuals are aware of the intertemporal complementarities between performance today and
performance tomorrow.
We find that, relative to those who receive only a dispenser, monitoring raises short run handwashing rates by 8.5 percentage points (24%). These higher handwashing rates persist after the
withdrawal of the service, suggesting that handwashing is indeed a habit-forming activity. Additionally, we find compelling evidence of rational habit formation among households who anticipated the monitoring service: these households wash 9.3 percentage points (35%) more than their
non-anticipating counterparts, with the difference increasing as the date of the monitoring service
approaches. It appears, therefore, that households indeed recognize the habit-forming nature of
handwashing, and they act upon this knowledge by accumulating habit stock in preparation for a
future rise in the value of handwashing.
Adding financial incentives to monitoring further increases handwashing rates. Those who receive
financial incentives wash 62% of the time, relative to 45% for those who receive monitoring and
36% for those who receive only the dispenser. After incentive withdrawal, higher handwashing
rates persist, substantiating evidence on the habitual nature of the activity. However, these effects
are not mirrored on the intensive margin of financial incentives, along which we test for rational
habit formation: those who experience an increase (in particular, a tripling) in financial incentives
wash only 5.1 percentage points (9%) more than their standard incentive counterparts, suggesting
1 Note that all households are notified that the future monitoring service or incentive boost is a possibility at the beginning
of the experiment. They are told that resources are limited, so whether or not they should anticipate (receive) these future
boosts will be determined by lottery. If households use the implementing organization’s incentive scheme as a signal of the
true returns to handwashing, this lottery method equalizes expected value of handwashing as judged by the implementing
organization across anticipating and non-anticipating households.
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rapidly diminishing marginal returns to financial incentives. This rate decays to the standard
incentive level soon after incentives are withdrawn. We furthermore find no anticipating reaction
to the tripling of incentives: households anticipating this change wash no more than their nonanticipating counterparts.
Our results are consistent with the key predictions of a model of rational habit formation. When
faced with a future increase in incentives, households appear not to invest in accumulating handwashing stock to ‘prepare’ given the low contemporaneous benefit or prospects of habit formation
associated with the change. On the other hand, households invest considerably in accumulating
stock for an intervention with significant contemporaneous and persistent bite, as evidenced by the
monitoring setting.
Lastly, we examine child health outcomes to establish the causal link between handwashing and
child health. We find strong effects on child health, confirming that handwashing alone has substantial returns in resource-poor settings. Children in households that received a dispenser and
soap report 38% fewer days of loose stool (a proxy for diarrhea episodes) and 16% fewer days
of acute respiratory infection (ARI) eight months after distribution (intent-to-treat estimates).2
These effects rise to 72% fewer days of loose stool and 30% fewer days of ARI when we examine
the impact of the treatment on the treated, where ‘treated’ is defined as those who self-report
regularly washing their hands at the eight-month mark.3 These reductions in morbidity translate
to significant improvements in child weight-for-age and height-for-age: treated children under sixty
months experience a 0.13 standard deviation increase in their weight-for-age and a 0.21 standard
deviation increase in their height-for-age eight months after dispenser distribution. The magnitude of these effects is comparable to recent nutrient supplementation interventions of significantly
greater intensity and duration (Null et al., 2018; Luby et al., 2018).
This study makes five contributions. First, to our knowledge, this is the first field experiment
designed to test for rational habit formation. The vast majority of the literature, all of which
explores bad habits such as smoking and alcohol consumption, rests in favor of rational addiction
(Becker, Grossman and Murphy, 1991; Chaloupka, 1991; Cameron, 2000; Baltagi and Griffin, 2002;
Gruber and Köszegi, 2001). The classical empirical test of rational addiction regresses present
consumption on past and future consumption and other demand shifters, instrumenting for the lag
and lead of consumption using the lag and lead of prices:
ct = θct−1 + β θct+1 + δpt + t
where a positive coefficient θ is evidence of addictiveness and a positive coefficient βθ is evidence
of rational addiction (Becker, Grossman and Murphy, 1994).
However, Auld and Grootendorst (2004) describe the implausible variation in discount rates,
unstable demand, and low price elasticities implied by such literature. The authors demonstrate
how high serial correlation in the prices of the commodity of interest and endogeneity in the price
instruments (where price changes can be due to a supply shock or a demand shock) can yield a
positive coefficient on future consumption for non-addictive goods such as milk that is in turn
incorrectly interpreted as evidence of rational addiction.
Gruber and Köszegi (2001) make substantial progress on several of these empirical concerns.
Recognizing the implausibility of consumer knowledge of far-future price changes, they employ
announced tax increases to proxy for exogenous future shocks to consumption. The use of taxes
further eases the concern of price endogeneity, as changes in tax rates are more likely to be due
to supply side shocks. The potential endogeneity of taxes to cigarette demand is then alleviated
2 We cannot reject that treatment effects are statistically equivalent across the sub-treatment arms of incentives, monitoring,
and dispenser-only, so we report pooled estimates here.
3 This measure is correlated with actual dispenser use (correlation of 0.48), which we cannot employ in an IV regression
since our comparison group of pure control households do not have dispenser use data.
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with the inclusion of state-specific time trends. The work to date offers the most carefully identified empirical estimates of rational addiction in cigarette consumption. However, although the
announced tax rate change is a significant improvement upon previous work, there is no way to
verify whether consumers are aware of the future tax rate, and the likelihood is low given the
year or more between the observed consumption decision and the tax enactment. Ideal cigarette
demand data is a further challenge: the authors employ sales data, which is vulnerable to hoarding
behavior, and consumption data for women who have just given birth, a selected sample for whom
underreporting, particularly in times when sentiment against smoking is pervasive, may be high.
Importantly, these challenges are directly tied to the nature of the non-experimental, aggregate
time-series data available in existing empirical scholarship.
The field experiment nature of our study addresses each concern above. Our design allows us
to: (1) impose price changes exogenously, avoiding endogeneity between prices or tax rates and
consumption; (2) explicitly announce future prices so consumer knowledge is assured; (3) avoid
concerns of differential time trends given randomization; (4) avoid endogenous misreporting using
our objective measurement device; and (5) avoid the implications of serial correlation in commodity
prices as we impose prices exogenously and randomization permits us to compare outcomes across
groups rather than over time. Finally, in a literature that has thus far explored only negative
behaviors, this is the first study to examine rational habit formation in the context of good habits,
a key feature of preventive health behaviors.
Our second contribution is the advancement of the measurement of habit formation, distinct from
the test of rational addiction. Existing literature typically equates habit formation with long run
persistence of temporary interventions. However, persistence can be due to multiple mechanisms:
the purchase of a technology that changes the production function, the process of learning more
about an activity such that one updates her perceived costs or returns to engaging, the amplification
of one-time behaviors through social interactions, or the accumulation of consumption stock (Allcott
and Rogers, 2014; Fujiwara, Meng and Vogl, 2016). Individual-level habit formation is driven only
by the last of these. Importantly, our evidence of rational habit formation can be attributed only
to changes in future consumption stock, because we experimentally vary only the future value of
handwashing behavior, not that of health returns. Paired with an experimental design that includes
a dispenser experimentation period across all arms and evidence that handwashing behavior does
not vary with the size of child health returns, we can rule out each alternative mechanism and
isolate habit formation as the driving force behind persistence in handwashing.
Third, by identifying the marginal impacts of financial incentives, social incentives, and dispenser
and soap provision, this study sets an important precedent for the design of public health campaigns,
which regularly pool interventions and are unable to disentangle the causal effects of each, often
theoretically distinct, dimension of the program. For example, in Luby et al. (2005), a study oftcited as the hallmark of a successful handwashing campaign, community volunteers visit households
twice weekly, deliver soap, instruct and monitor households’ handwashing practices, and advise
households on other hygiene and sanitation behaviors. While the intervention was remarkably
successful at sustainably reducing child diarrhea and respiratory infection, the study is unable to
identify which aspect of the intervention led to the health improvements. Beyond distinguishing
the effects of resource provision from incentives, our study further addresses mechanism conflation
in economic incentive interventions: in any setting in which a conscious principal rewards an agent
for performance, a material incentive is a sum of (1) the material reward and (2) social monitoring
and feedback. Particularly in contexts where returns are not salient and there are no social costs
to shirking, it is important to estimate the impact of each mechanism alone.
Fourth, our data quality is unprecedented within the hygiene and sanitation literature. The
objective, high-frequency data of the dispenser sensors allows us the first opportunity to design
an experiment which disentangles the various behavioral barriers behind low handwashing takeup.
This time-stamped data is also rare in the broader literature of adoption of preventive technolo-
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gies. It complements the recent collection of energy conservation studies in developed countries
that utilitize household-level meter data to examine how various informational interventions affect
household energy consumption (Allcott and Rogers, 2014; Ito, Ida and Tanaka, 2015; Jessoe and
Rapson, 2014; Allcott and Kessler, 2019). Importantly, these studies have been unable to link
a specific behavioral change to reduced consumption, whereas the sensor data and design of the
present study permit a direct link between increased dispenser use and handwashing with soap
during the evening mealtime.
Finally, this study offers the first treatment on the treated estimate of the impact of handwashing
on child health. In a literature that is plentiful in health impacts of zero, occasional in impacts
that are positive yet unable to identify the cause of improved health, and scarce in causal estimates
which still say nothing of the ratio of input (handwashing) to output (health), this study offers a
significant step forward in establishing the magnitude of impact that handwashing alone can have
on health. This helps us build a more precise production function of child health as it relates to
preventive behaviors in low-resource settings, which is essential for the more efficient allocation of
research and policy funds.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II outlines the conceptual framework
motivating our experimental design; Section III describes the study sample and experiment; Section
IV specifies our outcomes of interest and the empirical strategy; Section V presents results on
handwashing behavior; Section VI presents results on child health; and Section VII concludes.
I.

Conceptual framework

Our framework for habit formation builds upon the seminal work of Becker and Murphy (1988)
on rational addiction. They and others in their spirit have focused on characterizing and testing the
implications of rational addiction in the context of bad habits. We expand to the context of good
habits, of which handwashing with soap before mealtime is our focus. Substantively, this manifests
as a shift from an activity in which the user experiences positive gains in the present but incurs costs
in the future to an activity in which the user incurs costs in the present but experiences positive
gains in the future. This model is formalized in Section 2.1. Throughout our discussion, we use
‘addiction’ and ‘habit formation’ interchangeably, as their underlying mechanism of intertemporal
complementarities is identical.
Intertemporal complementarities in the utility from consumption are an intrinsic property of
a habit. Rational habit formation (à la Spinnewyn (1981), and conceptually equivalent to what
Becker and Murphy (1988) term rational addiction) is the recognition of these properties: a rational
habit former is one who internalizes the habit-forming nature of the activity and chooses to engage
conditional on this knowledge. The key tradeoff that a rational habit former faces when choosing
whether to engage in a good habit is therefore between the drop in utility from consumption today
and the increase in long-run utility from the accumulation of the stock in the addictive good.
A.

Model of rational habit formation

We present a model of rational habit formation for positive behaviors, adapted from O’Donoghue
(2001)’s discrete time exposition of rational addiction for bad habits.
Consider a discrete time model with periods 1,...,T. In each period, an agent can wash her hands
before dinnertime such that consumption wt = 1, or refrain from handwashing such that wt = 0.
Define kt as the ‘habituation level’ of the agent in period t:
(1)

kt = γkt−1 + wt−1 , γ ∈ [0, 1)

Habituation is a recursive function which is dependent on the agent’s habituation to handwashing
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in the previous period, kt−1 , the level of decay the behavior is subject to, γ, and whether the agent
washed in the previous period, wt−1 .
Define the agent’s instantaneous utility function in period t as
(2)

(
α − [xt − σkt ]
ut (wt , kt ) =
0

if wt = 1
if wt = 0

where α is the health benefit from washing, xt is the net cost associated with handwashing before
dinnertime (in time, effort, attention), and σ is the ease of washing attributable to habituation.
Handwashing is habit forming: the more one has washed her hands in the past, the greater her
t
desire to wash at present ( ∂u
∂kt > 0, or σ > 0).
We wish to maximize the net period-t instantaneous utility of washing:
(3)

ut (k) = ut (1, k) − ut (0, k)
= α − xt + σkt

A myopic agent will only wash her hands today if the marginal cost of washing is outweighed
by the health benefit and the benefit from the ease of washing generated by habituation (σ). The
more she has washed in the past, the greater the impact of habituation on the marginal utility of
consumption and the more likely she is to wash in the present. This intertemporal complementarity
in consumption is the essence of habit formation.
(4)

xt < α + σ(γkt−1 + wt−1 )

What levers can be shifted to generate a positive desire to wash? For agents who have not yet
accumulated handwashing stock (most households in our setting), σ offers no leverage, because
kt−1 = 0 and wt−1 = 0. To facilitate the accumulation of stock, we must focus first on lowering
the net cost of handwashing, xt . If sufficiently lowered, an agent will wash; she thereby enters
period t + 1 with a kt > 0. If the cost is lowered for a sufficient number of periods, the agent
will accumulate enough consumption stock such that, even absent the subsidy on cost, the desire
to engage will be positive. In a setting of habit formation, subsidies need only be temporary to
generate long run behavioral change.
We actualize the reduction in net cost xt in two ways. Our first intervention subsidizes the cost of
daily handwashing by providing daily financial incentives for good behavior. These incentives are
provided by field workers who are members of the communities they survey. In such a context, where
incentives are directly linked to discrete units of behavior and a sentient principal is providing the
incentives to the agent (a setting hardly unique to this study), incentives are implicitly a sum of (1)
financial rewards, (2) feedback on behavior, and (3) the social pressure of being watched and held
(financially and/or socially) accountable. The latter mechanism can be conceptualized as increasing
the cost to shirking. In order to disentangle the relative importance of the financial reward from the
interpersonal cost, we implement both an incentives intervention and an intervention of feedback
sans financial reward, which we term ‘monitoring.’4
Having generated a positive amount of handwashing stock, these interventions can be complemented with an environment which facilitates maximum retention of stock. For example, we can
maximize the impact of habituation, σ, by framing the behavior as part of a habit loop: the hand4 This framing of financial and social incentives as two means of shifting the net cost of handwashing was established prior
to, and directly motivates, the experimental design. We note that we cannot disentangle the value of the feedback itself from
that of social accountability; to do so would require more sophisticated technology around the sensor, similar to a step-counter
for tracking exercise. However, the sentient principle and agent is a natural setting which activates both mechanisms.
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washing routine can be supported on the front end by the trigger of mealtime and the back end
by incentives or monitoring feedback. Given our limited sample size, we choose not to experimentally vary the type of trigger administered (it remains the dinner mealtime for all households),
but do vary the feedback by providing households with no feedback, monitoring feedback only, or
additionally daily incentives for handwashing (described in more detail in Section 3.3).5
Thus far we have considered the instantaneous utility function in a given period which an agent
faces for habit-forming behaviors. In a world where agents are forward thinking, the long run utility
function is as follows:

(5)

Ut (kt ) = max
wt



[α − xt + σkt ] + δUt+1 (γkt+1 )

if wt = 1



δUt+1 (γkt )

if wt = 0

where δ ≤ 1 is the agent’s discount factor. A rational habit former is one who recognizes the
intertemporal complementarities in her utility from consumption. If she is aware that her stock of
handwashing in the past affects her likelihood of engaging today, then she is similarly aware that
her likelihood of engaging in the future will be affected by her engagement today. Therefore, if
an exogenous shock, such as a drop in the future cost of handwashing, changes her likelihood of
engaging in the future, she should update accordingly her likelihood of engaging today.
In summary, the model yields the following testable implications.
t
1) Incentives: ∆w
∆xt ≤ 0. Reducing the cost of handwashing (by increasing the value of handwashing) raises handwashing rates.
t
2) Monitoring: ∆w
∆xt ≤ 0. Reducing the cost of handwashing (by increasing the cost of shirking)
raises handwashing rates.

3) Habit formation:
rates.

∆wt
∆kt

≥ 0. A rise in past handwashing rates increases current handwashing

∆wt
4) Rational habit formation: ∆w
≥ 0 with j ≥ 2. A rise in future handwashing rates wt+j ,
t+j
for example through an exogenous drop in the future cost of handwashing xt+j , increases
current handwashing rates.6

5) Health: α ≥ 0. Handwashing generates positive health benefits.
5 Our framework abstracts from three features the reader may find in popular models of rational addiction: first, we
eliminate health internalities, or the multiplicative role of past consumption on present health benefits. Because we do not
vary the magnitude of the health returns across treatment arms (which one may have done if public health information were
randomized, but we chose to keep this constant across all arms), we do not find this dimension of the framing instructive.
Second, we do not incorporate present-biased preferences into our model. This is simple to do following Gruber and Köszegi
(2001) or O’Donoghue (2001)’s discrete time exposition of the same, but unnecessary for our setting: the goal of the experiment
is to capture whether agents are forward thinking at all, not whether they are fully forward thinking or “100% rational”
(O’Donoghue, 2001). As long as an agent is not 100% myopic, we will detect behavior consistent with [some amount of]
rational habit formation. Finally, because we do not vary the trigger, or cue, to handwashing across treatment arms, we do not
complicate our framework with cue-centered models of habit formation such as that of Laibson (2001); we stress however that
the motivation behind such models is precisely the reason we focus on the singular activity of handwashing before dinnertime,
which we encourage across all households. To be sure, we cannot distinguish the role of financial incentives or monitoring from
that of cues, since both types of incentives are attached to dinnertime washing.
6 Note that each of these implications are subject to specific thresholds. Consider the myopic model of habit formation.
A reduction in xt to x0t will only shift an individual from not washing to washing today if ∆xt = xt − x0t > xt − [α + σkt ].
Likewise, for the forward thinking agent, rational habit formation will only shift an agent from not washing to washing today
0
if ∆δUt+1 (γkt+1 ) = δUt+1 (γkt+1 ) − δUt+1 (γkt+1
) > δUt+1 (γkt ) − δUt+1 (γkt+1 ) − [α − xt + σkt ].
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II.

Experimental Design

A.

Study sample and context

Our sample population is made up of 2,943 peri-urban and rural households containing 3,763
children below the age of seven across 105 villages in the Birbhum District of West Bengal, India.
Table 2 presents sample means for a host of household, mother, and child characteristics, as well
as measures of the mother’s hygiene knowledge and practice at baseline, separately for treated and
control households. The average mother is just above 31 years old with six years of education.
Respondents know a substantial amount regarding hand hygiene: 95% are aware that soap cleans
hands, and 79% articulate without prompting that soap cleans germs. However, hygiene practice
is poor. Despite more than 96% of respondents reporting that they rinse their hands with water
before cooking and eating, only 8% report using soap before cooking and 14% before eating. This
failure to use soap cannot be due to lack of soap availability: 99.8% of households report having
soap in the home.
Our partner organization, the Society for Health and Demographic Surveillance (SHDS), is a
public health organization with a strong presence in the Birbhum District. SHDS surveyors had
been visiting all households in our sample twice monthly for one year prior to this study’s baseline
in order to collect child health data, a practice that we continued for the duration of the present
study.
B.

Dispenser and soap features

We employed a standard wall-mounted dispenser as depicted in the top picture of Appendix
Figure A1, which was outfitted with a time-stamped sensor. Soap was loaded in a one-liter plastic
container inside the dispenser and refilled as needed throughout the course of the experiment during
the surveyors’ biweekly visits. The sensor module is fitted between the container and the soap spout,
as shown in the bottom picture of Appendix Figure A1. The circuitry is protected by a waterproof
casing, an essential feature for the oft-wet environment of West Bengal. Each push of the outer
black button is registered in the sensor to the nearest second. The unit is powered by a rechargeable
battery; this was essential given the lack of electricity in many of our rural households. Each soap
dispenser cost approximately $4 USD, and each sensor module cost approximately $25 USD at
a quantity of 1200 pieces; this cost drops sharply with higher production given the substantial
fixed cost of designing the mold for the waterproof casing. This is the first time-stamped sensor
technology to be designed for the purpose of handwashing in outdoor, off-grid environments and
successfully implemented at scale.
The dispenser was installed near the dining space or water station as chosen by the household.
Appendix Figure A2 depicts a typical setting for the dispenser: families usually eat on the veranda.
We chose a wall-mounted dispenser because (1) tabletop dispensers were at risk of theft, and
(2) a stable ‘handwashing station’ made it easier for households to remember to wash, potentially
enhancing the physical trigger in the habit loop. The dispenser was positioned at a height reachable
by young children as shown in Appendix Figure A3.
Identifying an appropriate soap likewise required extensive piloting, which revealed that households preferred: (1) unscented or lightly scented soap that would not interfere with their eating
experience, and (2) soap that lathered easily. We thus chose a foaming soap with a light scent
approved by pilot households. We preserved some scent as the olfactory system is a powerful sensory source of both memory and pleasure and thus easily embedded into the habit loop (Duhigg,
2012). The foaming soap was both a more pleasant experience for the user and required less water
to lather and wash off; although water availability was not a constraint in our setting (where water
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from shallow tubewells is readily available and regularly used before eating), it is a useful feature
for spaces that face water scarcity.
C.

Timeline and treatment groups

Figure 1 provides a map of all treatment arms and the time-contingent randomization process.
Henceforth, treatments associated with social incentives will be referred to as “monitoring”, and
those associated with financial incentives will be referred to as “incentives.”
The duration of the experiment, from baseline to the final round of handwashing data collection,
was August 2015 to March 2017. The randomization was conducted in three stages. First, the
105 sample villages were randomized into Monitoring Villages (MV) and Incentive Villages (IV).
Interventions across the villages were rolled out in parallel. Households in MV were randomized into
two groups: (MV0) control and (MV1) dispenser only. Households in IV were likewise randomized
into two groups: (IV0) control and (IV1) dispenser + incentive. Recall that receiving financial
incentives implicitly involves receiving feedback and monitoring.
Monitoring and incentive assignments were first randomized at the village level in order to limit
the scope for inter-household tension: surveyors expressed concern that control households would be
angered if they had some neighboring households who received a dispenser and others who received a
dispenser and incentives. It would be easier to justify the interventions through the limited resources
lottery framework if all dispenser-receiving households within a village received a consistent package
of goods (i.e. the dispenser either always came paired with incentives or never did). This initiallevel randomization at the village level also allowed us to cleanly conduct two parallel rational habit
formation experiments (one using monitoring, the other using incentives), eliminating concern that
households anticipating a future change in services may be confused regarding the type of future
change (in other words, households anticipating a future increase in monitoring could not mistakenly
also expect future incentives, since they did not live amongst any incentivized households).
At rollout, all households received a basic information campaign regarding the importance of
washing hands with soap, especially prior to eating. They also received a calendar with the SHDS
logo as a token of appreciation for participation. They were notified that they would be visited
biweekly for one year to collect information on child health and (for those who received dispensers)
check and replenish soap supplies.
The remainder of the randomizations were conducted at the household level, with households in
monitoring villages and those in incentive villages experiencing a parallel evolution in treatments
over time. All arms were pre-specified prior to the baseline survey7 . Each treatment arm is
described in detail below.
(MV0 and IV0) Control - 1785 HHs: Households were given a simple lecture on the importance of washing hands with soap, with stress placed on the responsibility of the mother to do so
and encourage her household to do so for the sake of her children’s health. They also received a
calendar as a token of appreciation.
(MV1) Dispenser - 130 HHs: Households were given a soap dispenser. They were informed
that there was a switch inside the dispenser that, if turned on, would track their behavior. SHDS
wished to offer a monitoring service to the households in which handwashing would be reported
biweekly and tracked on their calendar. Because resources were limited, the service would be
administered by lottery. If they did not get selected, their switch would not be turned on, their
7 A pre-analysis plan is published on the AEA RCT Registry at https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/trials/974/history/7386.
Two deviations from the plan should be noted. First, we do not control for willingness-to-pay for the monitoring service (a
measure we elicit at baseline from all those in MV1) in our regressions because field experience made clear that the elicited
valuations are largely noise. Results are robust to controlling for this value and can be provided upon request. Second,
although we intended to cross randomize all dispenser arms with a reminders intervention (involving small alarm clocks placed
on top of the dispensers), we never received the clocks due to import complications between Shenzhen and Kolkata, and thus
had to eliminate this part of the experiment.
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behavior would not be monitored, and no feedback would be provided.8 Note that in practice, all
switches were turned on from the beginning, so this arm involves deception.
(MV3) Anticipated monitoring - 233 HHs: Two weeks after dispenser distribution, these
households were informed that they had been selected in the lottery: the internal switch would
soon be turned on, and the device would record the time and frequency with which the household
washed their hands with soap.9 The surveyor would be observing this data every two weeks and
would provide the household with a biweekly report of their behavior, particularly around their
evening mealtime, marking the household’s calendar in the presence of the mother. This arm
can therefore be regarded as a combination of information and feedback, third-party monitoring,
and self (or parent-child/intrahousehold) monitoring. The service would begin two months after
dispenser distribution on a date circled clearly by the surveyor on the household calendar and
written on a sticker attached to the dispenser. This upcoming date was re-announced at each
proceeding surveyor visit to ensure comprehension.
(MV2) Unanticipated monitoring - 119 HHs: Two months after dispenser distribution,
these households were surprised with an identical monitoring service to those in MV3, effective
immediately.
(IV1) Incentives -191 HHs: At the point of dispenser distribution, these households were
informed that there was a switch in their dispenser which, when on, tracked the frequency and
time of use; and that this switch was on and their behavior was being tracked. They were then
given a small coin purse and told that they would receive one ticket for every day in which the
device was active during their stated dinnertime, which they should accumulate in their purse.
These tickets could be exchanged for various household and child prizes as detailed in a prize
catalog.10 These incentive payments would last for four months. Households were also told that
SHDS anticipated receiving additional funding from the government for the project in the near
future, at which point SHDS hoped to increase the reward for handwashing by three-fold. Because
the future funds were limited, households would be entered into a random lottery to see who would
receive the future increase in reward. They would be notified of the results of this lottery within
two weeks.
(IV3) Anticipated triple incentives - 310 HHs: Two weeks after dispenser distribution,
these households were informed that they had been selected in the lottery for the incentive boost
and could soon expect to receive triple the number of tickets for every day in which the device
was active during their stated dinnertime for thirty days. The boost would begin two months after
dispenser distribution on a date circled clearly by the surveyor on the calendar and written on a
sticker attached to the dispenser. As in the monitoring scenario, this date was re-announced at
each proceeding surveyor visit to ensure comprehension.
(IV2) Unanticipated triple incentives - 179 HHs: Two months after dispenser distribution, these households were surprised with an identical incentive boost to those in IV3, effective
immediately.
It was important that we provided all [incentivized] households with an incentive from the start
of the experiment in order to establish (1) an understanding of the nature of the incentives such
that households could easily estimate the value of a future boost in incentives and (2) trust between
8 These lotteries were publicly announced in order to equalize the expected value of the monitoring across receiving and
non-receiving households; it preempted the possibility that a household would update its valuation of handwashing because,
for example, the provision of an additional service was a signal that they should value the behavior more.
9 Households could choose whether or not they wanted to receive this program; in practice, all selected households chose to
accept it. This was also true for MV2 households.
10 The ideal incentive requires three conditions: (1) the incentive must be divisible; () the daily amount offered must be
sufficiently high to induce behavioral change on a daily basis, which is key to habit formation; and (3) the marginal value
of the units accumulated as the process of habit formation continues must also remain sufficiently high to continue inducing
behavioral change. Tickets exchanged for goods satisfies all three conditions while also offering flexibility in the types of goods
that a household may find appealing. Prizes were selected to focus on child health and schooling and adult household goods.
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the surveyors and the households that a claimed future increase would indeed by fulfilled.11 These
necessities preclude a test of rational habit formation on the extensive margin for incentives (which
would make them more directly comparable to the monitoring experiment); however, this design
most closely mimics the existing literature on rational addiction, all of which examines future
intensive-margin price changes on current behavior.
Sample sizes were determined around a few constraints: (1) the partner organization had a pool
of 2,947 households in their available sample; (2) budget constraints permitted the production of
only 1,400 handsoap sensors and dispensers, of which approximately fifteen percent were reserved
as backup (given failure rates in pilots); (3) we aimed to sample more heavily in incentive villages
as we anticipated smaller effect sizes on rational habit formation from an intensive-margin change
in incentives than from the extensive-margin change in monitoring. Finally, data collected in the
experiment can be found in Hussam et al. (2020).
D.

Identification of effects

The effect of receiving the dispenser and soap alone is captured in the comparison of households
in MV1 to MV0.
A higher takeup of handwashing behavior in MV3 relative to MV1 and IV3 relative to IV1 (before
the price change) demonstrates the presence of rationally habit forming behavior: households who
increase take-up today due to an increase in the future value (or decrease in cost) of handwashing
must recognize that higher take-up today will accumulate greater habit stock over time, making
it easier to reap the benefits of the future rewards to the behavior. q A zero difference in takeup between households in MV3 versus MV1 and IV3 versus IV1 prior to the price change could
be due to three reasons: (1) households either fail to recognize the habit-forming nature of the
activity and/or are not sufficiently forward-looking, precluding rational habit formation; (2) the
future change in the value of handwashing was not sufficiently compelling to induce behavioral
change, even for forward-looking individuals; or (3) handwashing is not a habit-forming activity.
The second possibility is eliminated if households do indeed respond to the price change (i.e. the
tripling of tickets or monitoring service provision) when it is enacted. This contemporaneous effect
can be identified by comparing households in MV1 to those in MV2 and households in IV1 to
those in IV2 after the price change, as the only difference between these sets of households is the
price change itself, with no behavioral response to anticipation. This comparison gives us the pure
contemporaneous effect of the incentive boost or the monitoring service on handwashing behavior.
The third possibility is eliminated by comparing persistence in behavior across all arms after
the withdrawal of all interventions. For households in arms IV1, IV2, and IV3, all incentives [and
implicitly, monitoring] services were discontinued approximately two months after the price change.
For households in arms MV2 and MV3, all monitoring services were discontinued approximately
four months after their introduction.12 In practice, households were informed that the switch in
their machine had been “turned off,” that surveyors would no longer be observing their behavior
but would continue to visit monthly to collect child health data, and that surveyors would no longer
provide reports on household handwashing performance (nor tickets for incentive households).13 A
11 These were lessons learned from our pilot, in which we provided future incentives on the extensive margin, and it was clear
that households did not understand what incentives meant nor trust that we would provide them until the future date of change
arrived and we delivered the tickets.
12 This difference in date of discontinuation was implemented to equalize the exposure of households to each treatment, since
incentive households had already been receiving incentives for nearly two months prior to the price change.
13 As is true for MV1 (dispenser-only) households as well, this practice of informing households that the switch in the machine
was “turned off” constitutes deception. The practice was cleared by IRB boards at both MIT and IFMR prior to implementation
and was permitted given the scientific value and significant policy relevance of the lessons learned. In particular, this practice
allows us to estimate the effects of (1) third party monitoring and feedback, yielding a measure of the extent of bias in typical
observational outcome measures used in these studies as well as a measure of the role that monitoring effects may play in the
cultivation of social norms; and (2) persistence after the withdrawal of interventions, yielding a measure of the sustainability of
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comparison of each treatment arm to MV1 households, who were never exposed to any interventions
beyond the provision of the dispenser and soap, quantifies the extent to which a handwashing habit
was formed due to the temporary incentives or monitoring interventions.14 We track household
handwashing behavior for fourteen months after rollout.
By maintaining the same incentive stream across both groups, a comparison of MV3 to MV2 and
IV3 to IV2 over the course of the experiment after the price change allows us to identify the effect of
forward looking, rationally addictive behavior on habit formation (conditional on finding evidence
of rational habit formation prior to the price change). In other words, a long term comparison
of take-up between the 3 and 2 groups demonstrates whether forward-looking behavior in fact
facilitated the formation of the handwashing habit.
III.
A.

Methods

Outcomes of Interest

Our primary outcomes of interest encompass behavioral change in households and child health.
We capture behavioral change through recorded dinnertime-specific daily handwashing rates and
recorded total daily handwashing rates. Note that sensor measures of handwashing rates could only
be collected for those households with dispensers, so we do not have data from the pure control
households on these metrics. We therefore supplement these with alternative measures of hand hygiene commonly employed in the literature. We collect child health data in the form of self-reported
biweekly incidence of child diarrhea and respiratory illness and anthropometric measures of height,
weight, and mid-arm circumference. Each is defined in detail below.
A. Household handwashing behavior
Handsoap dispenser data was collected every two weeks during surveyor visits. Although it was
not possible to identify the identity of the user at any given press, we proxy for separate users by
collapsing presses that happen two or fewer seconds apart into a single press. In other words, if the
device is used in seconds 34, 35, 37, 45, and 46, the first three presses are considered a single use
by one household member and the latter two presses as a single use by another member. Though
not exact, observations from pilots elucidated that users press several times in quick succession and
rarely return for more soap during a single handwashing event, since the water source (usually a
bucket right outside the front porch) is not within reach of the dispenser (unlike the familiar setting
of sink, soap, and running water common to more developed contexts).
Mealtime-specific handwashing rates are calculated as the total number of ‘individual’
uses in the interval of 90 minutes before and after the household’s reported start of the evening
meal time. If a family reported eating dinner every day at 8:00 PM, for example, this outcome
would be the sum of all individual presses observed between 7:00 PM and 8:30 PM.
Binary use at mealtime is derived from the above and is a binary variable which equals one
if at least one ‘individual’ use was observed in the dinnertime interval. This is the outcome by
which we determine calendar markings and tickets earned, and therefore our primary outcome
measure of handwashing at dinnertime. All results presented in the paper utilize this outcome
unless specified otherwise. Results are robust to using the continuous measure and can be
provided upon request. 15
the interventions and the habit-forming nature of handwashing.
14 We equate persistence to habit formation under the assumption that persistence is driven purely by the increase in consumption stock accumulated through the interventions, not through the acquisition of a technology that shifts households onto
a new hand hygiene path or through learning about the activity or about its returns. These are not trivial assumptions, and
we address each in detail in Sections 5.2 and the Appendix.
15 We choose this binary measure as our preferred measure of “proper” handwashing because we wanted to minimize Type II
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Daily handwashing rates are calculated as the sum of all ‘individual’ uses over the course
of each twenty-four hour period.
Alternative hygiene measures such as respondents’ ratings of own handwashing habit
formation, direct observation of respondent hand and nail cleanliness, and the presence of
non-project liquid soap in the household were collected at the eight-month mark. We also
collected measures of household sanitation, such as whether the household practices open
defecation and whether they treat their water, to explore complementarities in behavior
change and alternative mechanisms through which child health may be affected.
B. Child health
Incidence of child diarrhea and respiratory illness was collected at baseline and again
every two weeks by surveyors, consisting of self-reports in which mothers were asked how many
days each child had experienced diarrhea, loose stool motion, or the symptoms of respiratory
illness in the past two weeks. These survey questions were adjusted at the eight month mark
to account for many relevant cases being excluded given the strict initial definitions (described
in detail in Section 6); this cross-sectional measure at eight months is our primary incidence
outcome measure.
Anthropometric outcomes were collected at baseline and again at the eight month mark.
These include child weight, height, and mid-arm circumference as measured by trained surveyors. We supplement self-reported incidence data with anthropometric outcomes to reduce
the likelihood that any observed effects are driven by desirability bias on the part of mothers. Repeated diarrheal disease can affect child weight and height by reducing a child’s
ability to absorb sufficient nutrients from her food and thereby stunting her growth (McKay
et al., 2010). We convert these measures into standardized height-for-age, weight-for-age,
and midarm-circumference-for-age Z-scores (HAZ, WAZ, and MAZ, respectively) using the
methodology provided in the WHO anthropometric guidelines; these Z-scores are calculated
(as per WHO methodology) only for children ages 60 months and below (WHO, 2006).
B.

Temporality of outcomes

Because various interventions were phased in and out at various times, below we define the time
period for each effect of interest.
Baseline period is defined through the baseline survey, which was conducted four months
prior to rollout.
Pre-change (rational habit formation) period is defined as the time between dispenser
distribution and the monitoring service introduction/price change. We also zoom in on the
three week period just prior to the date of change. This is because (1) we showed a video three
weeks prior to the date of change to all dispenser-receiving households in order to increase
and standardize comprehension regarding which treatment group each household was in; and
(2) any rational habit formation effect should increase as the date of the anticipated change
approaches.
Intervention period is defined as the four month period following rollout for IV1 (single
ticket incentive) households and the four month period following the introduction of the monitoring service for MV2 (monitoring) households. For IV2 (triple ticket incentive) households
error in our feedback: we preferred that households were overcompensated for washing than undercompensated due to stricter
and less verifiable measures of success (such as “all family members must wash”, which is both harder to achieve and more
difficult to verify), which in turn might diminish treatment effects.
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only, this period is defined as the two months following the price change. These are the
intervals within which pure intervention effects can be measured.
Persistence (habit formation) period is defined in the short run and the long run. The
short run examines handwashing behavior within the month after the incentives or monitoring
service are withdrawn; this is chosen to mirror the focused period of rational habit formation
prior to the price change or commencement of the monitoring service. The long run examines handwashing behavior in the final month of data collection, which is nine months after
the incentives are withdrawn (among IV1 and IV2 households) and seven months after the
monitoring service is withdrawn (among MV2 households).
From the start of rollout to the end of the experiment, we accumulate a total of thirteen months
of household-level data on handwashing behavior.
C.

Empirical strategy

Our preferred specification for our behavioral outcomes, which primarily uses the dispenser sensor
data, is as follows:
(6)

W ashhvt = α + βT reatmenthv + γt + θv + hvt

in which W ashhvt represents the outcomes specified above, T reatmenthv is the assigned treatment
for each subset of comparisons described in Section 3, γt is day fixed effects, and θv is village fixed
effects. The latter is included in all but those regressions comparing treatments across Monitoring
and Incentive Villages (since randomization to MV or IV was at the village level). For analyses
utilizing the midline survey, which is cross-sectional data collected eight months after rollout, we
omit day fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the household level except in cross-IV-MV
comparisons, in which they are clustered at the village level.
Our preferred specification for our child health outcomes, which primarily uses the midline crosssectional data, is as follows:
(7)

Healthcvt = α + βT reatmentcv + δBaselineHealthcv + θv + hvt

in which Healthcvt represents the outcomes specified above (time varying for the biweekly measures,
but cross-sectional for the single midline measure), T reatmentcv is the assigned treatment group
specified in the analysis, BaselineHealthhv represents the baseline value of the outcome variable,
and θv is village fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the household level.
IV.

Behavioral results

Table 2 presents a comparison of means between treatment and control households for baseline
characteristics at the household, mother, and child levels. Treatment households are the pooled
sample of all households who received the dispenser and soap. Appendix Tables 1A and 1B present
the relevant pairwise comparisons for each sub-treatment arm. Households are balanced across
most observables. Treated respondents are 0.4 minutes farther from their drinking water source, 3
percentage points less likely to be Hindu, marry 0.2 years later, rate themselves higher on whether
people listen to them but lower on whether they make their children’s health decisions, have taken
their child to the doctor for an illness in the last two weeks 0.14 times more, and are 3 percentage
points and 1 percentage point more likely to have a child experience a cold or diarrhea in the
last two weeks, respectively. While the imbalance on the last three child health metrics may be
concerning, the difference points in the opposite direction of the effects of interest, and we control
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for baseline health incidence in all health regressions. The disaggregated comparisons of Appendix
Table 1A and 1B reveal no systematic differences across arms.
We next present our main results on the impact of each treatment on handwashing behavior. The
description of time in all figures and tables henceforth will be relative to the date of the incentive
price change or introduction of the monitoring service, denoted as Day 0. This aligns our experiment
with the standard field experiment that begins when the intervention commences. In our setting,
we begin our experiment 70 days before the key interventions of interest are implemented in order
to explore whether agents are forward looking about future behavior change.
A.

Main treatment effects

Incentives. — Table ?? presents results on the impact of the extensive incentives margin on

handwashing behavior by comparing households in IV1.2, who received one ticket per day they
washed at dinnertime (beginning on the day of rollout), with households in MV1.2, who received
only the dispenser. Columns 1-4 of Panel A demonstrate that incentives worked as intended: after
two months of incentives, incentivized households use the dispenser 1.7 more times over the course
of the day than control dispenser households (Column 1), but this increase is not born out during
the daytime (Column 2); rather, the bulk of the change in handwashing occurs around dinnertime
(Columns 3 and 4). A similar pattern holds after four months of incentives (Panel B).
Appendix Figure A4 plots the raw time trend of handwashing during the daytime and the evening,
respectively, across incentivized and dispenser only households over the four months that households
were offered the one daily ticket incentive. While the response to incentives increases evening
handwashing by approximately one press more per day relative to the control counterparts, there
is no trend in daytime handwashing. Households appear to regard each handwashing event as an
independent act. Though only suggestive, this underscores the importance of defining habitual
behaviors with precision in behavioral change campaigns: to “wash hands before dinnertime” is
perhaps a more tangible and trigger-centric instruction than the more popular instruction to “wash
hands before eating, before cooking, and after defecation.”
Column 4 of Table ?? use the preferred binary outcome variable of whether or not the dispenser
was active during the household’s stated dinnertime. Results show that incentivized households are
23 to 26 percentage points more likely than control households to wash at least once during their
reported dinnertime (after two and four months, respectively). By the fourth month of incentives,
just before the withdrawal of the intervention, incentivized households are washing their hands
during their reported dinnertime 62% of the time.
Figure 2 plots the time trend of binary dinnertime handwashing rates across incentive and dispenser only households. The dashed vertical lines represent the average dates of surveyor visits,
during which incentive households received calendar markings and tickets based on performance
from the last batch of data collected. The time trend tells an important story. Households were
first visited on Day -70: dispensers were delivered and incentive households were told about their
daily ticket rewards, which they would begin earning immediately. They were next visited on Day
-54, during which surveyors collected the first batch of handwashing data form the dispensers. On
the third visit on Day -38, surveyors returned with the results of the first batch of data and the
tickets the household had earned from this batch. Only upon receiving these tickets did households
react to the incentive treatment. The reaction is followed by a steep decay, which is again buoyed
by the next round of surveyor visits and tickets. Each of the third, fourth, and fifth visits prompt a
sharp rise in handwashing, followed by an increasingly shallower decay. By the sixth round, despite
continuing surveyor visits, household performance stabilizes.
This pattern is consistent with two stories. First, households may be building trust in the
intervention. This is likely at the third visit but unlikely by the fifth. A complementary explanation
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is that surveyor visits serve as reminders or motivation to engage in handwashing. Motivation is
particularly useful (as measured by the response to the visits) when the stock of handwashing
that a household has accumulated is low in the early rounds. However, it becomes progressively
less effective as the stock builds and the behavior becomes habitual. This pattern of “action
and backsliding” is replicated in Allcott and Rogers (2014) in the tracking of household energy
usage against the date of letters sent regarding energy consumption; the results are also consistent
with a key prediction of Taubinsky (2014)’s model of inattentive choice and the substitutability of
reminders and habituation.
We next move to the study of rational habit formation. In order to measure rational habit formation, we must first empirically establish two features of handwashing. The first is that handwashing
can be moved by our chosen interventions of monitoring and tripling of incentives. If agents do
not respond to these interventions, then we have failed to change the value of the behavior and
agents have no reason to respond in anticipation. The second feature is that handwashing must
be a behavior that can become habitual. If there exist no intertemporal complementarities in the
behavior (measured by persistence after the withdrawal of interventions), agents gain no utility
from accumulating handwashing stock prior to the introduction of the interventions.
We thus present our results from the intervention period first, then the persistence period, then
return to the pre-intervention period to examine evidence of rational habit formation.
Intensive margin incentives. — We first examine the contemporaneous impact of an intensive-

margin shift in incentives on handwashing. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3 present the results for
the comparison between households who were surprised with a triple ticket boost in incentives and
those who remained with the single ticket incentive at Day 0. We report results both for the full 60
days during which households were exposed to the boost (i.e. earning triple tickets), as well as a
lagged time frame of Days 30 to 59. The latter is relevant because Day 30 is the first day in which
households who were eligible for tripled tickets on Day 0 physically received them. Households
respond modestly to the tripling of daily tickets: they wash an average of 3 percentage points more
than their single ticket counterparts over the duration of the triple ticket regime, increasing to a
noisy 5 percentage points (8.5%) upon receiving the extra tickets in hand.
Figure 3 plots the three-day moving average of dinnertime handwashing rates for the tripled
incentive arm relative to the standard incentive arm before and after the incentive boost. Note
that the regression results of Table 3 control for average differences prior to the price change evident
in the plot.
Monitoring. — Columns 3 - 5 of Table 3 estimate the contemporaneous impact of the monitoring

service on household handwashing behavior as compared to dispenser-only households.16 Column
3 presents results for the full tenure of the monitoring service, while Column 4 presents the lagged
results of Days 30 to 59 and Column 5 presents results for the duration after calendar receipt. The
monitoring service has a statistically significant and substantial impact on behavior, increasing
handwashing rates by 8.5 percentage points (25%) in the comparable 30 - 59 day period.
Figure 4 presents the three-day moving average of dinnertime handwashing rates for monitored
households relative to those who received the dispenser only. The graph demonstrates how household behavior to the monitoring arm reacts most strongly on the day of the first calendar receipt
(Day 30), highlighting the role of a feedback mechanism in the effectiveness of the monitoring service. As with incentives, the regression results in Table 3 control for average differences prior to
the intervention evident in the plot.
16 Recall that the monitoring service lasted from Day 0 to Day 116, which is two months longer than the length of the
triple incentive boost in incentive villages. This was implemented to compensate for the two months of incentives that all
incentive households had already received prior to the boost, permitting a closer comparison between the long run effectiveness
of incentives relative to monitoring.
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Persistence

Section 5.1 establishes that the experiment exogenously increased the value and consequently
the ‘consumption stock’ of handwashing in each treatment arm, albeit substantially more under
the monitoring regime than the triple ticket regime. This addresses our first and second testable
∂dt
implications: ∂x
≤ 0. We now explore whether this exogenous shift in stock had an impact on
t
subsequent handwashing behavior after the interventions ceased.
Many studies have examined the role of temporary interventions on persistence of behavior change
(Charness and Gneezy, 2009; Conley and Udry, 2010; Dupas, 2014; Allcott and Rogers, 2014; Royer,
Stehr and Sydnor, 2015; Aggarwal, Dizon-Ross and Zucker, 2020). The persistence of temporary
interventions does not readily imply habit formation, however. Persistence can be generated by
the purchase of a technology that changes the production function, the process of learning more
about a technology (how to use it, what the optimal set of inputs is, or what the returns are) such
that one updates her desire to engage, or the accumulation of consumption stock. Habit formation
is driven only by the latter. Isolating this mechanism is a challenge, and existing studies lack the
data or the context to distinguish the effects of consumption stock accumulation from learning or
technology acquisition.
In the present study, we can easily rule out the first alternative mechanism behind persistence:
because our outcome measure is the likelihood of dispenser use, it will not capture the effects of
any other hygiene-related technology the household may acquire. Additionally, we find no changes
in sanitation or water treatment practices (see Appendix Section 8.3), suggesting that households
do not invest in alternative technologies that may alter their hand hygiene production function.
In contrast, the mechanism of learning is a greater challenge to address, since the process of
engaging in an activity repeatedly generates both learning about the activity and a growing stock
of consumption.
We identify three dimensions of learning that can occur in our context: (1) learning how to physically wash one’s hands, (2) learning how to use the handsoap dispenser, and (3) learning about
the health returns to handwashing. We argue that the extent of learning required for the washing
process is negligible: 99% of households already rinse their hands with water before mealtime, and
100% of households own and thus are familiar with the use of soap; to combine the two activities
should require minimal learning and there is little reason to expect this to be differential across
treatment groups. The extent of learning required to use the handsoap dispenser, which is a novel
technology, may be greater; to address this, we allow a two-week learning period between the rollout of the dispensers and the assignment to treatment during which all households can become
acquainted with the dispenser. As is evident in Figure 2, households do indeed experiment with
the dispenser technology for the first ten days, but behavior stabilizes thereafter, suggesting that
this learning is largely complete within the first two weeks prior to treatment assignment.17 Finally,
households may persist in their handwashing because, by washing more, they also learn that handwashing leads to improvements in health, and therefore update their beliefs on the returns to the
behavior. In Section 8.1 of the Appendix, we offer evidence that households who experience larger
child health returns are no more likely to persist in their handwashing behavior than those who
experience small child health returns, suggesting that this dimension of learning plays a minimal,
if any, role in the persistence of handwashing behavior.
We therefore interpret persistence in handwashing behavior after the withdrawal of the interventions as evidence of habit formation: because the interventions that increased consumption stock
are no longer active in this later time frame, any difference in performance between a treatment
17 The same features of the behavior apply to handwashing as an experience good: perhaps households learn that soap does
not ruin the taste of food or dry out their skin as much as they initially feared. The latter is unlikely because households
regularly use soap in other contexts; the former is unlikely because households are familiar with non-scented soap (in fact, they
request it in pilots) that would quickly assuage concerns around taste.
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household and its relevant control must be due to intertemporal complementarities in the marginal
utility of handwashing.
Table 4 presents the results on persistence. Results are separated into the first month after
intervention withdrawal (short run: Panel A) and the final (thirteenth) month of the experiment
(long run: Panel B). Column 1 of Panel A demonstrates that households who previously received
the standard incentive continue to wash their hands during dinnertime 24 percentage points (63%)
more than their dispenser-only counterparts during the first month after incentive withdrawal.
The intensive margin of incentives, on the other hand, has no lasting effect as evident in Column
2 of Panel A: formerly triple-ticketed households continue to wash their hands slightly more (3.8
percentage points) than their single-ticketed counterparts in the month after withdrawal, but this is
statistically indistinguishable from zero. Column 3 of Panel A demonstrates that, like the incentives
on the extensive margin, the stock built from the monitoring intervention also persists: households
are 9.3 percentage points (35%) more likely to wash than their dispenser control counterparts in
the first month after the monitoring service is halted. These results confirm our third testable
∂dt
≥ 0.
implication: ∂k
t
In the long run, the magnitude of all effects decline. For both the incentives on the intensive
margin and the monitoring service, we see no evidence of persistence nine and seven months (respectively) after intervention withdrawal (Columns 2 and 3 of Panel B). However, the effect of
incentives relative to the dispenser control remains: households who had received the standard incentive nine months prior continue to wash 16 percentage points (121%) more than their dispenser
control counterparts.18
These snapshots in time mask important trends in handwashing behavior over the seven to nine
months of persistence observation. Appendix Figures A6 and A7 present the five-day moving
average results for [formerly] incentivized and monitored households, respectively, relative to the
dispenser control. Appendix Figure A8 presents the five-day moving average for all treatment
arms, with incentive groups (IV1, IV2, IV2b) pooled and monitoring groups (MV2, MV2b) pooled.
We highlight two observations. First, the dispenser-only households experience a secular decline
in handwashing rates that parallels the decay of the other treatment arms. We suspect that this
is due to an artifact of the experiment: after the withdrawal of the monitoring intervention, we
reduced the frequency of our household visits (for all households in our sample) from twice monthly
to once monthly. We sought to be as uninvasive as possible during the persistence period while still
preserving access to the data. A consequence of this may have been a speeding up of the decay
in handwashing across all arms. Second, the behavior of both formerly incentivized and formerly
monitored households eventually converges to that of dispenser control households (approximately
30 days after intervention withdrawal for monitoring households and 100 days after for incentivized
households). While they remain converged for formerly monitored households, formerly incentivized
households more than double their handwashing rates relative to dispenser control households by
Day 230, which corresponds neatly with the arrival of the winter season in West Bengal. It is likely
that the uptick in handwashing reflects a habit that was attached not only to a time of day but
also to a time of year and the associated contextual cues: cold weather, shorter days, and a visibly
higher incidence of ARI symptoms (coughs, colds, and runny noses) in oneself and surrounding
children. Though speculative only, this observation underscores both the value of long term, high
18 A note on attrition: our sample size declined rapidly over the last several months as sensors malfunctioned. By the final
month of data collection, we were left with 255 functional sensors, relative to an initial count of 1140. Appendix Table 2 explores
the relationship between missing data and household handwashing performance: Column 1 presents the difference in dinnertime
performance over the first nine months of the experiment between households that remained in the sample in the final month
and those that did not (day fixed effects included); households that remained in the sample perform no better on average than
their attrited counterparts. Columns 2 and 3 explore whether treatment effects are differential across attrited and remaining
households; both coefficients are small, positive, and noisy, suggesting that households remaining in the sample experience
treatment effects which are no larger than those that attrited. Appendix Figure A5 shows the trend in sensor attrition, which
is largely balanced across treatment arms.
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frequency data collection around behavior change (without which we may have assumed permanent
convergence) and the contextual nuances of habit formation.
C.

Rational habit formation

Having established that handwashing is a habitual activity and that the interventions change,
to varying degrees, the value of handwashing, we now turn to the question of whether agents are
rational about the habit-forming nature of this behavior. Results are presented in Table 5. We
first examine the pre-change period. Recall that during this period, no incentive households had
received the tripled tickets and no monitoring households had received a monitoring service. Rather,
a portion of them had been notified on Day -54 (two weeks after rollout) that they should expect
such a change to take place at a future date as circled on their calendar (Day 0). We compare the
behavior of these anticipating households to households who were not told to expect any change
in the future. Results are presented both for the full period of anticipation (Day -54 to Day -1) as
well as for the final three weeks before the date of change (Day -21 to Day -1).
Columns 1-2 present the results for households anticipating a future tripling of tickets. We see no
evidence that anticipation of a future price change affects current handwashing behavior. In fact,
the coefficient becomes smaller as the date nears the date of change. The lack of behavior change
in anticipation of tripled incentives is consistent with their having only a modest contemporaneous
effect and no persistent effect: people did not appear to find the increase in incentives meaningful.
Columns 3-4 present the results for households anticipating a monitoring service. Recall that we
find strong evidence that monitoring had a contemporaneous and also persistent effect, preconditions for anticipatory behavior. Consistent with rational habit formation and in contrast to the
incentives setting, households anticipating monitoring are 4.7 percentage points (20%) more likely
to wash their hands during dinnertime than their unanticipating counterparts; this rises to an 7.2
percentage point (34%) difference in the final three weeks before the monitoring commences.
Figures 5 and 6 depict these patterns graphically. Figure 5 plots the five-day moving average of
handwashing behavior between anticipating and nonanticipating triple-ticket households. Household behaviors across the two arms follow essentially identical patterns before the price change and
over the course of the experiment. In contrast, Figure 6, which plots the same for anticipating
and nonanticipating monitoring households, depicts substantial additional stock accumulated in
anticipation of the monitoring change, which appears to persist to some degree over the course
of the intervention and thereafter. However, while the anticipation effect is clear, the results on
persistence of anticipatory stock are noisy and small, as demonstrated in Appendix Table 3.
Lastly, we elicited biweekly forecasts of handwashing to measure the degree of sophistication
or intention-setting households may have regarding their future handwashing behavior. Results
are broadly consistent with actual performance: anticipating households in the monitoring regime
intend to wash more prior to the onset of monitoring, while anticipating households in the tripleticket regime make no such intention. However, we interpret the forecasting data with considerable
caution given the challenge of eliciting meaningful forecasts in the field. The results are discussed
in detail in Appendix Section 8.2 and reported in Appendix Table 8.
D.

Discussion

While our results across contemporaneous, persistent, and anticipatory behavior change are consistent with a story of rational habit formation, we explore three alternative mechanisms which
may contribute to the patterns we observe in the monitoring treatment arm: confusion, salience,
and reciprocity.
Confused households may have believed that they were being monitored starting on Day -54
rather than Day 0. The experiment embedded a series of measures to alleviate this concern: first,
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the future date of change was circled in red on the household calendar and written on a sticker
attached to the dispenser on Day -54. Second, households were shown a video on Day -21 reiterating
their treatment assignment; the videos involved comprehension questions where the respondent
confirmed the date on which the enumerator would “turn the switch on” to begin monitoring or
incentives would be tripled. Third, households were reminded of their treatment assignment on
every surveyor return date (Day -54, Day -38, and Day -21): as an anticipating household, one
was reminded of the upcoming date of change; as a non-anticipating household, one was reminded
that the surveyor would continue to return every two weeks to collect child health data. Finally,
if households did indeed believe that the monitoring service started on the day of announcement
rather than Day 0, then we should expect their patterns of response to be qualitatively similar
to those of households who actually did receive the monitoring (with no anticipation) on Day 0.
However, if we compare the behavior of MV3.1 to that of MV2.2 (see Figure 6), we see little
in common: anticipating households respond sharply on visit days and decay nearly as sharply
afterwards, while households actually being monitored respond sharply on visit days and remain
responsive, steadily increasing their handwashing rates over time. Although only suggestive, the
two groups are randomly assigned and the difference in patterns is stark and difficult to reconcile
with a story of confusion among anticipating households.19
An alternative mechanism for the apparent anticipatory reaction among monitoring households
is differential salience. Perhaps the term “future monitoring” made the act of handwashing more
salient today than the term “future tripling of tickets” or the absence of language around interventions. Similarly, perhaps enumerators conveying the future monitoring intervention placed more
weight on present handwashing.20 Salience alone plainly impacts handwashing behavior as evidenced by the usage spikes on the day of visit (recall the patterns of Figure 2 among extensive
incentive households). Among anticipating households, usage spikes on the pre-change visit days
can be interpreted in two ways (neither mutually exclusive). First, the presence of enumerators
and the reminder of the impending future Day 0 may have brought the future to top-of-mind,
a necessary ingredient to forward-thinking behavior in a world of limited cognitive capacity, and
therefore consistent with rational habit formation. Second, enumerators may have differentially emphasized contemporaneous washing for those who were anticipating the impending Day 0 change,
yielding patterns consistent with rational habit formation but in fact due to differential salience
of contemporaneous washing behavior. On visit days across all treatment arms, surveyors asked
households about how the dispenser was functioning and whether there were any problems; they
asked households to forecast how many days mothers and children anticipated washing their hands
before mealtime in the coming week; they then [openly] marked the level of soap on the tank to
underscore the importance of soap use, replenished the soap, and performed “maintenance” on (i.e.
collected data from) the dispenser. Given this standardized procedure across all households which
emphasized the practice of handwashing, it is unlikely that enumerators placed additional and
differential weight on contemporaneous washing among anticipating monitoring households only
(relative both to nonanticipating households and to triple ticket anticipating households). However, without voice recordings of enumerator behavior for each visit, we are unable to decisively
rule out this mechanism. While we took all possible steps to maintain equivalent salience across
19 Alternatively, one may think that households were not confused, but simply did not trust us and therefore believed we
were already monitoring them. If this were the case, then come day -54 or -21, when households faced no repercussions to
being monitored, no feedback, and a continual insistence that a monitoring service would be provided on Day 0, suspicion
should have decreased over time. In contrast, we see a steady rise in responsiveness to the anticipation over time relative to
the non-anticipating group.
20 The challenge of salience plagues not only most experimental literature in which individuals are responding to various
types of information but also all of the empirical rational addiction literature, where announced future price changes may
make the current activity engaged in more top-of-mind. Existing literature in rational addiction has the compounded salience
confound that an exogenous price change may be interpreted as a signal of how valuable or harmful a good is, causing agents to
update their cost function and react accordingly. Our experimental design minimizes this confound by making the treatment
assignment an explicit lottery.
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treatment arms, it is possible that differential salience of contemporaneous handwashing is an alternative channel driving the spikes in the anticipated monitoring group prior to the monitoring
intervention.
Lastly, we consider the alternative mechanism of reciprocity: perhaps households who were anticipating a service from our enumerators wished to express their gratitude by raising their contemporaneous levels of handwashing. Households were likely to view the monitoring intervention
as a service rather than a threat, so this mechanism is difficult to rule out entirely. One might
expect, however, that such reciprocal behavior would be likewise activated among unanticipating
households upon being told that they would receive the monitoring service immediately (on Day
0). Among these households, the monitoring intervention was explicitly marketed as a gift from
the NGO; because we wished to help them wash their hands and were able to spare the additional
time and effort, we wished to provide the service to them. This is distinct from the unanticipating
households, who knew that their names were randomly drawn from a lottery for the service. We
do not observe reciprocal behavior among surprised households, who only react once they receive
a calendar in their hands thirty days later.21
While confusion, differential salience, or reciprocity may each play some part, various features
of our design and multiple sources of evidence suggest that they are unlikely to be the driving
force behind the results we observe. Our behavioral results instead appear to most closely align
with a model of rational habit formation. While the contemporaneous effects of monitoring were
substantial (8.5 pp, or 34% more handwashing than the relevant control mean), those of the tripling
of tickets were smaller (5.1 pp, or 9% more handwashing than the relevant control mean). While
the persistence of monitoring was clear, the tripling of tickets had no persistent effects. Consistent
with the utility function of a rational habit former, households chose not to invest in accumulating
handwashing stock to ‘prepare’ for an intervention with little contemporaneous benefit or prospects
of habit formation. On the other hand, they invested considerably in accumulating stock for an
intervention with significant contemporaneous and long run bite.
That households exhibit some detectable level of rational habit formation should be, upon reflection, not so surprising. First, our design sets up the optimal scenario to facilitate rational habit
formation: households are fully aware that we want to help them develop a habit of handwashing,
and we reiterate the future dates at which the value of the behavior will change. Second, though
rational habit formation at first glance appears to require considerable sophistication, we manifest
this behavior in many parts of our lives without articulating it as such: we train ourselves to eat
less, wake up earlier, speak in a particular style, or sit in a particular manner when we know there
is a high-stakes opportunity approaching in which to do so would reap rewards (or equivalently,
save us from punishment). None of these behaviors are ones we must learn per se (we could, with
enough focus, activate them on the spot), but we recognize that practice will make it easier to
engage when the time comes. It appears that handwashing for a community in rural West Bengal
likewise falls in this category: agents internalize, at least in part, the habitual nature of the behavior
and accumulate stock accordingly.
V.

Health results

Thus far, we have established that handwashing is a habit-forming behavior and that households
in our sample are sophisticated about its nature. It remains an open question, however, whether the
21 One tension in this set of results is that, while households who were expecting future monitoring reacted in anticipation,
upon receiving the monitoring, households did not respond until the receipt of the calendars thirty days later. The execution of
the monitoring intervention helps resolve this tension: most simply, the fear or anticipation of the event was likely stronger than
the event itself in our setting. While households experienced three weeks of anticipating an intensive monitoring intervention,
the actual commencement of the intervention on Day 0 was likely underwhelming, since the only action that occurred on Day 0
was that the switch was [supposedly] turned on. Not until Day 30 did all the anticipated dimensions of the monitoring service
transpire.
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habit of handwashing is worth acquiring in the high-disease environment of West Bengal, where the
marginal value of this simple activity may be small given the high exposure to disease from other
sources. We now ask: does handwashing generate positive health benefits, α > 0? We examine
three sets of data. The first utilizes day-level reports by mothers of child diarrhea and acute
respiratory incidence (ARI) as collected by surveyors every two weeks during the first five months
of the experiment. We examine health data from months four and five only, as this encompasses
the peak of handwashing performance across treatment households.22
Our second set of outcomes utilizes two-week incidence reports from the midline survey conducted
between months seven and eight. This midline survey revised the manner in which we collected
data on child diarrhea and ARI. The restructuring was motivated by concerns from the field that
surveyors were missing incidence cases. For example, for diarrhea, reporting mothers (1) felt
diarrhea was a serious illness that their children could not suffer from unless the child was visibly
sick and (2) often did not know whether their children had experienced regular loose stool motions
since their children played outside most of the day and defecated in open fields away from the
house. We therefore revised the questions to cast a wider net on illnesses and we required surveyors
to have the child present during the time of surveying.23
Our third set of health outcomes is drawn from the midline survey as well: we recollect anthropometric measures of child height, weight, and mid-arm circumference.24 We combine these measures
with child age and gender data to create the child’s height-for-age, weight-for-age, and mid-arm
circumference-for-age Z-scores based on guidelines by the World Health Organization (WHO). This
analysis is restricted to children 0 to 60 months as specified by the WHO guidelines.25 .
Appendix Table 4 presents the intent-to-treat estimates from the child-day level incidence reports.
All regressions include day and village-level fixed effects as well as a full set of child health baseline
controls, although results are robust to excluding baseline controls (not shown). Columns 1 and
3 report results for the pooled sample of all treated households relative to households in the pure
control group respectively for diarrhea and ARI incidence. Columns 2 and 4 disaggregate this
sample into each treatment group: incentives, monitoring, and dispenser control households.
While estimates for the impact of treatment on diarrhea are consistently negative, they are noisy
and close to zero. This is not surprising, as the reported likelihood of a child in the pure control
group suffering from diarrhea on a given day is only 0.4 percent. Results on ARI are clearer:
children in treated households are 1.9 percentage points (13%) less likely to be suffering from ARI
on a given day than their untreated counterparts; this effect size, significant at the one percent level,
is relatively evenly distributed across the treatment groups, with monitoring households seeing the
22 Although this time restriction was not specified in the pre-analysis plan, we did not explore any other time-frame for the
health outcomes during our analysis to avoid the concern of multiple hypothesis testing.
23 The wider net was cast as follows: mothers and children together were asked whether the child had experienced any loose
stool motion in the last two weeks. If so, the days they experienced loose stool were recorded. This is in contrast to the
previous five months of incidence data collection, during which mothers (and not children) were asked whether their child had
experienced loose stool motion at least three times in a day, the clinical definition of diarrhea. Any amount less than three was
not recorded as an episode. As is evident in Appendix Table 4, this yielded too few cases for statistically significant movement
to be detectable. We acknowledge that a single loose stool motion is not necessarily reflective of diarrhea; however, a single
reported motion is likely to be a signal of more actual motions in a day (given the recall problem for young children and the
lack of supervision by mothers). We report the results, however, as ‘loose stool’ and not as ‘diarrhea’ and leave the reader
to interpret. For the ARI question, mothers and children together were asked whether the child had experienced any of the
symptoms of ARI in the last two weeks, and the surveyor listed the following: runny nose, nasal congestion, cough (with or
without sputum production), ear discharge, hoarseness of voice, sore throat, difficulty breathing or a prescription from a doctor
for such. If the respondent answered yes to any of these symptoms, the surveyor then asked how many days the child had
experienced these symptoms. This is in contrast to the previous five months, during which surveyors asked whether the child
had suffered from any two of the three symptoms of a runny nose, cough, or fever.
24 We had an attrition rate of 9.6 percent in the midline survey. Appendix Table 5 demonstrates that the households surveyed
at midline were no different from one another on baseline outcomes across treatment assignment.
25 The WHO provides the distribution of each age and gender-specific anthropometric measure for a reference population of
well-nourished children from Brazil, Ghana, India, Norway, Oman and the United States, such that a Z-score of 0 is the median
of the reference population. We place a special focus on height-for-age as a metric of child health improvement, as linear growth
is regarded as the most relevant indicator of overall nutrition (Hoddinott et al., 2013)
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largest drop in ARI incidence of 2.9 percentage points, or 19%.
Table 6 presents the intent-to-treat estimates from our preferred restructured midline survey with
and without baseline controls. Mean two-week incidence of loose stool in the pure control group is
9.9%. A child in a treated household is 2.5 percentage points (25%) less likely to experience loose
stool motion in the previous two weeks. Similarly, the average treated child experiences 0.08 fewer
days of loose stool (38%) per two weeks, significant at the five percent level. When we broaden the
net to any loose stool, the impact of handwashing is clear.
ARI results remain consistent in percent magnitude with those in Appendix Table 4. A child in
a treated household is 4.1 percentage points (23%) less likely to show any symptoms of ARI in the
last two weeks and experiences 0.2 fewer days (16%) of ARI per two weeks. Appendix Table 6A
disaggregates these results into each treatment arm; treatment effect sizes remain broadly consistent
across arms, but we do not focus on these given concerns over multiple hypothesis testing.
Table 7 presents the intent-to-treat estimates on child anthropometric outcomes. Weight-for-age
z-scores increase by 0.13 , height-for-age z-scores by 0.21, and mid-arm circumference-for-age zscores by 0.06. To get a sense of the magnitude of these results, consider that children ages five
years and below in treated households are approximately 0.38 kg heavier than those in pure control
households. At a conversion rate of 7780 calories per kilogram (Wishnofsky, 1958) and given that
the dispensers have been in use for eight months at the point of data collection, treated children
are able to absorb approximately 12 more calories per day than children without a dispenser.26
Appendix Table 6B disaggregates these results into each treatment arm, and Appendix Table 6B
disaggregates by age of child. Unsurprisingly, younger children (one to two years of age) benefit
most in weight, height, and mid-arm circumference.
Since the average rate of handwashing at dinnertime among treated households is 47%, we now
consider estimates of the treatment on the treated (TOT). However, because control households
were not given a dispenser, we cannot employ dispenser use as a proxy for handwashing in this
instrumental variables exercise. Instead, we employ an alternative hand hygiene measure we collected across all sample households: self-reports on whether the mother and child wash regularly
(whether they have achieved a handwashing habit). This measure is highly correlated with dispenser use (Appendix Table 9A, Column 3). For ease of interpretation, we transform the measure
into a binary variable such that the self-report is equal to one when the respondent articulates that
a habit has been achieved and zero otherwise. This binary washing variable serves as an instrument
for whether or not a household received a dispenser.
In particular, we run the following two-stage regression for child c in household h, village v, and
time t:
W ashhv = α + β1 T reatedHouseholdhv + hv
ˆ hv + δchv + θv + chv
Healthchv = α + β2 W ash
in which W ashhv is the self-report, δchv is a vector of child health baseline controls and θv
represents village fixed effects.
Table 8 presents the TOT estimates. A child in a household that reports regularly washing at
dinnertime experiences a 48% decrease in the likelihood of having loose stool, a 72% decrease in
the number of days she experiences loose stool, a 30% decrease in the likelihood of experiencing
any ARI symptoms, and 30% fewer days of ARI. She also sees a 0.21 standard deviation rise in her
WAZ score (noisy) and a 0.24 standard deviation rise in her HAZ score (noisy).
The preceding analysis yields two key takeaways. First, the results provide the first causal
evidence in the literature that handwashing alone generates significant positive health benefits in
the developing world. Second, the analysis highlights that the mere provision of the dispenser and
26 This exercise was adopted from Bennett, Naqvi and Schmidt (2018), and despite significant differences in the type and
time length of handwashing interventions being tested between this paper and Bennet et al., the estimated change in per day
caloric intake due to the intervention is remarkably similar (12 v. 14 calories per day).
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liquid soap has a significant impact on child health. In fact, the marginal impacts of each treatment
arm are for the most part statistically indistinguishable from the impact of the dispenser arm alone.
This large treatment effect to dispenser provision cannot be due to a newfound availability of soap
in treated households, as baseline estimates point to 99% of households having [and using] soap
in the home. Rather, this must be due to some combination of the household’s valuation of the
dispenser and liquid soap and thereby the act of handwashing (“if we receive something so nice,
handwashing must be important and we should use it”) along with the convenience of the dispenser
location, being stationed right next to the place of eating. Novelty is a less likely explanation, since
our results are estimated seven to eight months after the distribution of the machines.
VI.

Conclusion

This study analyzes the process of habit formation in the high-impact preventive health behavior
of handwashing with soap, examining how individuals internalize and interact with this habitforming behavior. Our results suggest that monetary incentives and monitoring and feedback are
effective means of increasing handwashing rates in the short run. While the impact of incentives
on the extensive margin is substantial, intensive-margin changes in incentives have diminishing
returns. Both extensive-margin incentives and monitoring have persistent effects, establishing that
handwashing is indeed a habitual behavior. We also present evidence that agents internalize the
intertemporal complementarities in the marginal utility of handwashing. Specifically, households
respond strongly in anticipation of a future monitoring intervention, but show no response in
anticipation of a future intensive-margin change in incentives. This is consistent with the theory of
rational habit formation, in which agents should only respond in anticipation to interventions that
alter the consumption value of future behavior and exhibit habit-formation through persistence.
This exercise offers the first well-identified estimate of the presence of rational habit formation,
and additionally for good habits, in the literature. These findings inform the optimal incentive
design of programs that seek to increase the takeup of good habits. Namely, if a behavior is habitforming, then an intervention may do better to front-load incentives, and thereby maximize habit
stock, rather than spread incentives over time. If individuals are rational regarding the habitual
nature of the behavior, incentives that are offered at a future date will generate a larger stock of
consumption in the long run than those administered immediately. The optimal type, size, and
length of such incentives remain important areas of future exploration.
This paper also sheds light on the production function for child health as it relates to the input of
hand hygiene. We establish the strong link between handwashing with soap and child incidence of
respiratory infection and diarrhea, and the experiment can uniquely offer treatment-on-the-treated
estimates which suggest that a child who achieved a regular dinnertime handwashing practice saw
a 72% decrease in the number of days she experienced loose stool motion and a 30% decrease in
the number of days she experienced acute respiratory infection. These translate into substantial
improvements in anthropometric measures that have long run implications for the health of the
child: receiving a handsoap dispenser and liquid soap generates, within eight months, improvements
in child mid-arm circumference-for-age z-scores of 0.06, child weight-for-age z-scores of 0.13, and
child height-for-age z-scores of 0.21. These findings point to the importance of human-centric
design: dispenser provision was not effective because it provided the households with soap; rather,
the location, ease of use, and attractiveness of the dispenser and soap must have motivated the
practice of handwashing. While this study was not designed to identify these effects, at the fixed
cost of $4.00 USD per dispenser and variable cost of $1.00 USD per 15 liters of foaming soap per
year (the average household consumption rate), such product-design mechanisms are additionally
a fruitful avenue of future exploration.
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Figure 1. : Randomization map
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Figure 2. : Binary use at dinnertime
Note: Figure shows the average likelihood of the dispenser being active (at least one press) 1.5 hours before or after the
household’s self-reported evening mealtime. Red dashed line represents households who received only the dispenser; green line
represents households who received the dispenser, feedback, and one ticket for every night the dispenser was active around their
self-reported dinnertime. Vertical dashed represent the approximate surveyor visit day. Day 0 marks the day that incentives
were tripled or monitoring commenced for a subset of households (neither subset is shown in this figure). Day -70 is the day of
rollout. Tickets were distributed for the full length of the graph shown (until Day 60).
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.3

Fraction of households
.4
.5
.6

.7

Fraction of households who used at dinner time

-30

-20

Price change

20

30

40

50

60

Day
Standard incentive (IV1.2)
3x incentive (IV2.2)

Figure 3. : Incentive effect during intervention regime
Note: Figure shows the five day moving average likelihood of the dispenser being active (at least one press) 1.5 hours before or
after the household’s self-reported evening mealtime. Green line represents households who received the dispenser, feedback,
and one ticket for every night the dispenser was active around their self-reported dinnertime; purple dashed line represents
households who received one ticket until the point of the “Price change” (Day 0) and received three tickets for every night the
dispenser was active during dinnertime for the remainder of the days displayed in the figure.
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.1

Fraction of households
.2
.3
.4

.5

Fraction of households who used at dinner time

-30 -20

Monitoring

20

30

40 50
Day

60

70

80

90 100 110

Dispenser only (MV1.2)
Monitoring (MV2.2)

Figure 4. : Monitoring effect during intervention regime
Note: Figure shows the five day moving average likelihood of the dispenser being active (at least one press) 1.5 hours before or
after the household’s self-reported evening mealtime. Red dashed line represents households who received the dispenser only;
Black line represents households who received the dispenser only until the point of the “Monitoring” (Day 0) and received
feedback/monitoring on behavior thereafter for the duration displayed in the figure.
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0

Fraction of households
.2
.4
.6

.8

Fraction of households who used at dinner time

-70

-40

-10

20

50

80

110 140 170 200 230 260 290 320
Day

Anticipation period
Unanticipated 3X tickets (IV1.1)
Anticipated 3X tickets (IV3.1)

Figure 5. : Rational habit formation in incentives
Note: Figure shows the five day moving average likelihood of the dispenser being active (at least one press) 1.5 hours before
or after the household’s self-reported evening mealtime. Both purple and orange lines represent households who received the
dispenser, feedback, and one ticket until Day 0, after which they received three tickets per day the dispenser was active during
the evening mealtime; however, orange households were anticipating the tripling of the tickets while dashed purple households
were not. The gray box represents the time during which orange households were anticipating. Triple tickets then commenced
on Day 0 and lasted until Day 60 (third vertical red line).
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0

Fraction of households
.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

Fraction of households who used at dinner time

-70

-40

-10

20
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80

110 140 170 200 230 260 290 320
Day

Anticipation period
Unanticipated monitoring (MV1.1)
Anticipated monitoring (MV3.1)

Figure 6. : Rational habit formation in monitoring
Note: Figure shows the average likelihood of the dispenser being active (at least one press) 1.5 hours before or after the
household’s self-reported evening mealtime. Both black and blue lines represent households who received the dispenser only
until Day 0, after which they additionally received feedback/monitoring; however, dashed blue households were anticipating
the start of monitoring/feedback while black households were not. The gray box represents the time during which dashed blue
households were anticipating. Feedback then commenced on Day 0 and lasted until Day 117 (third vertical red line).
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Table 1—: Balance across treated and control
(1)
Pure
control
mean

(2)
Treated
mean

(3)
p-value

(4)
N

Panel A: Household
Access to electricity
Daily labor occupation
Agriculture occupation
Number of rooms
Deep tubewell drinking source
Distance to drinking source (min)
Latrine
Mobile
Breakfast start hour
Lunch start hour
Dinner start hour

0.9537
0.5429
0.2177
2.0641
0.5583
9.2632
0.3785
0.7697
8.0278
12.9181
20.3666

0.9569
0.5479
0.2076
2.0748
0.5620
9.6866
0.3738
0.7581
8.0727
12.9564
20.3804

0.9337
0.8499
0.7513
0.2517
0.7826
0.2272
0.3182
0.4672
0.0316
0.3203
0.5266

2885
2887
2887
2884
2887
2884
2886
2887
2881
2881
2888

Panel B: Hygiene and sanitation
Cold can spread
Soap cleans germs from hands
Number of times hands washed
Open defecation practiced

0.6117
0.9457
2.7013
0.6836

0.6056
0.9455
2.6887
0.6761

0.9720
0.7518
0.4280
0.9815

2887
2888
2888
2887

Panel C: Mother
Age (years)
Education (years completed)
Hindu
General caste
Age at marriage
People listen
Mother makes child health decision

31.6356
6.0246
0.7273
0.3356
16.4111
2.9989
3.3537

31.8338
6.0290
0.6992
0.3539
16.6295
3.0546
3.1912

0.3439
0.5978
0.6376
0.6124
0.0653
0.1395
0.0811

2888
2886
2886
2882
2868
2886
2882

Panel D: Children below 11 years
Age of child (months)
Male child
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Preventive check-up (no. of times 6 mo.)
Sick doctor visit (no. of times 6 mo.)
Had cold in the last two weeks
Had cough in the last two weeks
Had diarrhea in last two weeks
Exclusively breastfed (no. of months)

69.4566
0.5000
104.7536
15.2206
0.7543
1.6607
0.3550
0.0759
0.0476
4.6940

69.4133
0.4939
105.2649
15.1965
0.7020
1.7925
0.3863
0.0847
0.0586
4.6090

0.9526
0.8162
0.2166
0.9691
0.7267
0.2447
0.0857
0.2558
0.2503
0.5278

4797
4803
4789
4788
1736
1694
4795
4739
4800
3195

Notes: Treated” pools all households that received a dispenser. ”Pure control” are households who did not receive a dispenser.
p-values computed in a regression of the variable on treatment assignment with village level fixed effects.
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Table 2—: Impact of incentives on the extensive margin
(1)
Total Daily
Presses

(2)
Total
Presses
before 5

(3)
Total
Presses
after 5 pm

(4)
Likelihood
of use
during
reported
dinnertime

1.6836***
(0.611)

0.3956
(0.483)

1.2879***
(0.213)

0.2275***
(0.035)

3.938
[6.275]

3.139
[5.780]

0.799
[1.807]

0.235
[0.424]

3389

3389

3389

3186

1.2314**
(0.668)

-0.0241
(0.512)

1.2555***
(0.260)

0.2599***
(0.044)

6.180
[8.626]

4.525
[7.384]

1.655
[3.423]

0.364
[0.481]

3165

3165

3165

2955

Panel A: Two-month mark (Day -10 to 0)
One ticket daily incentive (IV1.2)
Mean of pure control

N
N2
Panel B: Four-month mark (Day 50 to 59)
One ticket daily incentive (IV1.2)

Mean of pure control

N

Notes:
Observations are at the household-day level. Robust standard errors in parentheses and clustered at the village level.
Standard deviation in brackets. All regressions include fixed effects for day. All regressions include fixed effects for day. Households in
the one ticket daily incentive group are compared to households in the dispenser only group. p-values adjusted for multiple hypothesis
testing (MHT) using Benjamini et al. (2006). One MHT family: the 8 coefficients of the effect of the IV1.2 treatment on handwashing
outcomes (Columns 1-4 of Panels A and B). * p≤ 0.10, ** p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.
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Table 3—: Impact of incentives on the intensive margin and monitoring service
(1)
Day
0 to 59

(2)
Day
30 to 59

(3)
Day
0 to 59

(4)
Day
30 to 59

(5)
Day
30 to 116

Likelihood of using during reported dinnertime
Contemporaneous tripled incentive (IV2.2)

0.0273
(0.023)

0.0509
(0.026)

Contemporaneous monitoring (MV2.2)

Mean of pure control

0.0548***
(0.022)

0.0846***
(0.027)

0.0844***
(0.025)

0.578
[0.494]

0.598
[0.490]

0.312
[0.463]

0.346
[0.476]

0.361
[0.480]

18542

9901

11597

6563

19098

Comparison group
N

Notes: Observations are at the household-day level. Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the household level. Standard
deviation in brackets. All regressions include village and day fixed effects. All regressions control for average dinnertime handwashing
rates prior to price boost or commencement of the service, which occurred on Day 0. Control group for columns 1-2 is the standard
(1 ticket) incentive treatment arm. Control group for columns 3-4 is the dispenser only arm. p-values adjusted for multiple hypothesis
testing (MHT) using Benjamini et al. (2006). Two MHT families: the 2 coefficients of the effect of the IV2.2 treatment on handwashing
outcomes (Columns 1-2); and the 3 coefficients of the effect of the MV2.2 treatment on handwashing outcomes (Columns 3-5). * p≤ 0.10,
** p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.
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Table 4—: Persistence in handwashing after withdrawal of interventions
(1)

(2)

(3)

Likelihood of using during reported dinnertime
Day 60 to 89
Day 60 to 89
Day 116 to 146
Panel A: Short run
Former single ticket incentive (IV1.3)

0.2403***
(0.036)

Former tripled incentive (IV2.3 + IV3.3)

0.0387
(0.025)

Former monitoring (MV2.3 + MV3.3)

Mean of pure control

0.0928***
(0.026)
0.379
[0.485]

0.619
[0.486]

0.269
[0.443]

8589

18439

10837

Day 300 to 329

Day 300 to 329

Day 300 to 329

Comparison group
N

Panel B: Long run
Former single ticket incentive (IV1.3)

0.1609**
(0.073)

Former tripled incentive (IV2.3 + IV3.3)

-0.0539
(0.064)

Former monitoring (MV2.3 + MV3.3)

Mean of pure control

-0.0371
(0.029)
0.133
[0.340]

0.295
[0.456]

0.133
[0.340]

1726

3390

3080

Comparison group
N

Notes: Observations are at the household-day level. Robust standard errors in parentheses and clustered at the village
level for Column 1 and at the household level for Columns 2-3. Standard deviation in brackets. All regressions include day
level fixed effects; columns 2-3 also include village level fixed effects. Comparison group for “Former single ticket incentive”
and “Former monitoring” is the dispenser only group; comparison group for ”Former tripled incentive” is the former single
ticket incentive. Panel A estimates effects during the first month after the withdrawal of the relevant intervention; Panel B
estimates effects from the final month of data collection (which is nine months after the withdrawal of incentives and seven
months after the withdrawal of monitoring). p-values adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) using Anderson (2008).
Three MHT families: the 2 coefficients of the effect of the IV1.3 treatment on handwashing outcomes (Column 1 of Panel A
and B); the 2 coefficients of the effect of the IV2.3+IV3.3 treatment on handwashing outcomes (Column 2 of Panel A and
B); and the 2 coefficients of the effect of the MV2.3+MV3.3 treatment on handwashing outcomes (Column 3 of Panel A and
B). * p≤ 0.10, ** p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.
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Table 5—: Rational Habit Formation
(1)
Day -54 to -1

(2)
Day -21 to -1

(3)
Day -54 to -1

(4)
Day -21 to -1

Likelihood of using during reported dinnertime
Anticipated triple incentive (IV 3.1)

-0.0051
(0.0235)

-0.0381
(0.0306)

Anticipated monitoring (MV 3.1)

Mean of pure control

0.0484**
(0.0243)

0.0763**
(0.0286)

0.4542
[0.4979]

0.5386
[0.4986]

0.2333
[0.4229]

0.2085
[0.4063]

23157

9036

16246

6252

Comparison group
N

Notes: Observations are at the household-day level. Robust standard errors in parentheses and clustered at the village level for
all regressions. Standard deviation in brackets. All regressions include day and village level fixed effects. Comparison group for
”Anticipated triple incentive” is the group that was surprised with the triple incentive on Day 0; comparison group for ”Anticipated
monitoring” is the group that was surprised with the monitoring service on Day 0. p-values adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing
(MHT) using Anderson (2008). Two MHT families: the 2 coefficients of the effect of the IV3.1 treatment on handwashing outcomes
(Columns 1-2); and the 2 coefficients of the effect of the IV3.1 treatment on handwashing outcomes (Columns 3-4). * p≤ 0.10, **
p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.

4936

0.099
[0.299]

-0.0215**
(0.008)

3333

0.099
[0.299]

-0.0250**
(0.011)

(4)

4951

0.207
[0.802]

-0.0551**
(0.021)

3342

0.207
[0.802]

-0.0783**
(0.028)

Total days of loose stool in
last two weeks

(3)

(6)

4951

0.269
[0.444]

-0.0292**
(0.014)

3342

0.269
[0.444]

-0.0419**
(0.017)

Whether child showed
any ARI symptoms in
last two weeks

(5)

(8)

4951

1.245
[2.458]

-0.1679**
(0.077)

3342

1.245
[2.458]

-0.1988**
(0.096)

Total days of ARI
in last two weeks

(7)

Notes: Observations are at the child level. Robust standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered at the household level. Standard deviation in brackets.
Sample includes children younger than fourteen years. Data was collected seven to eight months after rollout. ”Treated households” is any household that received a
dispenser (the pooled sample of incentive, monitoring, and dispenser only households). ”Whether child showed any ARI symptoms” equals one if the child experienced
any of the following in the two weeks prior: runny nose, nasal congestion, cough (with or without sputum production), ear discharge, hoarseness of voice, sore
throat, difficulty breathing or a prescription from a doctor for such. Baseline controls include: child age, child sex, baseline height, baseline weight, baseline mid-arm
circumference, whether the child had a cold in the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the child had a cough in the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the child
had diarrhea in the two weeks prior to baseline, and the number of months the child was breastfed. p-values adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) using
Benjamini et al. (2006). One MHT family: the 8 coefficients of the effect of the Household Treatment variable on the diarrhea and ARI outcomes (Columns 1-8). *
p≤ 0.10, ** p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.

N

With baseline controls

Mean of pure control

Treated household

(2)

Whether child had any
loose stool in last two
weeks

(1)

Table 6—: Preferred diarrhea and ARI measures at eight months—ITT estimates
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Table 7—: Child anthropometric outcomes after eight months—ITT estimates
(1)

(2)

Weight-for-age
z-score

(3)

(4)

Height-for-age
z-score

(5)

(6)

Mid-arm circ.-for-age
z-score

Treated household

0.1430*
(0.077)

0.1316*
(0.064)

0.2123*
(0.101)

0.2082*
(0.092)

0.0979*
(0.060)

0.0612
(0.052)

Mean of pure control

-2.167
[1.087]

-2.167
[1.087]

-1.866
[1.573]

-1.866
[1.573]

-1.365
[0.990]

-1.365
[0.990]

944

852

943

851

939

847

With baseline controls
N

Notes: Observations are at the child level. Robust standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered at the
household level. Standard deviation in brackets. Height-for-age z-score (HAZ), weight-for-age z-score (WAZ), and
mid-arm circumference-for-age z-score (MAZ) are calculated using WHO anthropometric methodology. Sample is
limited to children 60 months and younger and excludes children with implausible z-scores as pre-specified in the
WHO methodology. Data was collected seven to eight months after rollout. ”Treated household” is any household
that received a dispenser (the pooled sample of incentive, monitoring, and dispenser only households). Baseline
controls include: child age, child sex, baseline HAZ, baseline WAZ, baseline MAZ, whether the child had a cold
in the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the child had a cough in the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the
child had diarrhea in the two weeks prior to baseline, and the number of months the child was breastfed. p-values
adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) using Benjamini et al. (2006). One MHT family: the 6 coefficients
of the effect of the Household Treatment variable on the anthropometric outcomes (Columns 1-6). * p≤ 0.10, **
p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.

3255

N

3263

0.207
[0.802]

-0.1546**
(0.055)

3263

0.269
[0.444]

-0.0727**
(0.032)

3263

1.245
[2.458]

-0.3568**
(0.184)

826

-2.167
[1.087]

0.2025
(0.110)

825

-1.866
[1.573]

0.2719
(0.154)

821

-1.365
[0.990]

0.0776
(0.088)

Notes: Observations are at the child level. Robust standard errors are in parentheses and are clustered at the household level. Standard deviation
in brackets. Outcome data was collected seven to eight months after rollout. Z-scores in columns 5-7 are calculated using WHO anthropometric
methodology. Sample in columns 5-7 is limited to children 60 months and younger and excludes children with implausible z-scores as pre-specified in
the WHO methodology. Sample in columns 1-4 include children younger than fourteen. Regression shows the treatment on the treated estimates where
”treated” is either (1) a household who reports washing hands regularly during dinnertime, or (2) a household whose respondent has clean hands as
judged by the enumerator, both of which are instrumented for by each of the three treatment groups (incentives, monitoring and dispenser). ”Whether
child showed any ARI symptoms” equals one if the child experienced any of the following in the two weeks prior: runny nose, nasal congestion, cough
(with or without suputm production), ear discharge, hoarseness of voice, sore throat, difficulty breathing or a prescription from a doctor for such. All
regressions include the following baseline controls: child age, child sex, baseline height, baseline weight, baseline mid-arm circumference, whether the
child had a cold in the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the child had a cold in the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the child had a cough in
the two weeks prior to baseline, whether the child had diarrhea in the two weeks prior to baseline, and the number of months the child was breastfed.
p-values adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) using Benjamini et al. (2006). Two MHT families: the 4 coefficients of the effect of the
Regularly Washes variable on the diarrhea and ARI outcomes (Columns 1-4); and the 3 coefficients of the effect of the Regularly Washes variable on
the anthropometric outcomes (Columns 5-7). * p≤ 0.10, ** p≤ 0.05, *** p≤ 0.01.

0.099
[0.299]

-0.0488**
(0.021)

Mean of pure control

Regularly washes (self report)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Whether child had Total days of Whether child showed Total days of
Mid-arm circ.
Weight-for-age Height-for-age
any loose stool
loose stool
any ARI symptoms
ARI in
for age
z-score
z-score
in last two weeks in last two weeks in last two weeks last two weeks
z-score

Table 8—: Child health outcomes—TOT estimates
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